Introduce your little ones to a world of endless possibilities. Epcot is where the magic of Disney comes together with the wonders of the real world. It’s the perfect combination of discovery, enchantment and imagination.

**attractions**

1. **Spaceship Earth** – Take a classic ride through the world of communication. (Moments in the dark.)
2. **Turtle Talk With Crush** – Have oceans of fun talking with Crush, the sea turtle, inspired by Disney•Pixar’s Finding Nemo.
3. **NEW! The Seas with Nemo & Friends** – Board a "clamobile," and join your underwater friends on a quest to find Nemo! Inspired by Disney•Pixar’s Finding Nemo.
4. **Living with the Land** – Set sail on a boat ride through a tropical rainforest, the African desert and the American plain.
5. **Circle of Life** – Catch this fun film that combines animation, live action and your favorite Lion King characters.
6. **Journey Into Imagination With Figment** – Join Figment and let your imagination soar on a journey through all your senses. (Moments in the dark.)
7. **Innoventions East & West** – Play with the toys and tools of tomorrow. Become a video game action figure. Create a robot you can take home. And more!
8. **Mission: SPACE Advanced Training Lab** – Space Base and Postcards From Space – Junior astronauts burn off some energy in a futuristic maze at the Space Base.

**entertainment**

1. **IllumiNations: Reflections of Earth** – Watch as the sky above World Showcase Lagoon transforms into a breathtaking kaleidoscope of fireworks, color and light. (Some loud noises.)
2. **World Showcase** – Catch tumbling fun from the Dragon Legend Acrobats in China; rock out with Off Kilter—the hilarious, kilt-wearing band in Canada; and more!

**characters**

1. **Epcot Character Spot** – A great place to Meet 'n Greet with some favorite Disney pals.

**Fun Just for Kids**
Don’t miss the Kidcot Fun Stops located all around Epcot. They’re packed with special activities and fun just for kids. Presented by Sharpie®

Refer to official Park Guidemap and Times Guide for all attractions and entertainment details.